Dmitry Frolov and the editing film: reading in the context of the cinema of decadence

Among contemporary directors working in the field of experimental cinema, a separate mention deserves the figure of Petersburger Dmitry Frolov. By the way, given the apparent importance of his paintings, it is all the more strange that he did not give due attention to the researchers, and there are no works dedicated to his work or to individual works of art. Frolov is engaged in what is called experimental cinema, works in the field of experiments and, obviously, stands in opposition to the cinema "ordinary", commercial, mainstream cinema. His films are an example of strange, often seemingly dreamless images, and he works with archetypes, models, concepts, sometimes forgotten plots, turns to the epoch that has long since passed or been replaced by others, more interesting or meaningful. Dmitry Frolov belongs to the stream of parallel cinema - the flow of avant-garde, which originated and took shape at the dawn of perestroika of the USSR.
Remarks on this score of the director are interesting. Frolov admits that he works in the Art Nouveau style, but attracts his silent cinema. He does not hide that he is engaged in stylization, he draws inspiration from the themes of the Silver Age, which was incredibly rich in currents, phenomena, creative methods and brilliant minds. This he seems to pay tribute to a century ago, which has long since sunk into oblivion. But those who hold such an opinion forget that the short but rich period - the Silver Age of Russian art as a whole - gave an incredible amount of material that it is interesting to work with even 100 years later.
I will repeat that Dmitry Frolov works with potentially very rich material, the heritage of the Silver Age, reprocessing and comprehending it in his own way. It is important that his vision is missed through the present, through a hundred years of temporary disruption, and from this point of view new perspectives of the disclosure of themes and images are opened.
Frolov stands out against the background of other directors working with the themes of the Silver Age, primarily (and at least) the chosen narrative method. It is necessary to admit that for simple styling, however broadly it is to be understood, you do not need so much director talent (although it is worth noting that for a naturalistic stylization, which the viewer believes, a fine authoring flair is needed). Frolov works on experimental grounds, each of his films - to this confirmation, in each new film one or another form is chosen that reveals the relevant content. It seems that Frolov is bored to be in the "framework" of the genre, to follow the strict and unchanging canon. The boundaries of the canon in experimental cinema are basically blurred - one should take into account that these canons may not be in principle. But also the boundaries of various arts were blurred during the time Frolov recreates on the screen. One art smoothly changed into another, the image modes were mixed, the form was subject to the content tasks, and is not this often what we see on the screen now? It was sometimes difficult to breed a painting, a theater, a word, the emerging phenomenon of cinematography.
In connection with what was said above, it remains a mystery why the director's figure, which addresses so popular and fruitful topics in the present, which allows the author to work with various techniques and techniques, remains in the shadows. But still it is unequivocal to say that Frolov has not gained any fame for all his creative career, it is impossible. He is not known to the general public, but he is honored at domestic and European festivals. Some pay tribute to his creative method, talking about his innovation, others - often accuse Frolov of the fact that he removes "decadent cinema", "graphs", creates a movie that no one understands, mounts boringly, "languidly," meaningless. The funny paradox lies in the fact that in this tendency to "decadence" one can see, in fact, a reflection of the original meaning of the word "decadence", which plays an important role in the entire work of Frolov, which we will try to show clearly. In translation from French, "decadence" means "decay," and then the accusations of "craving for decadence" about the director are losing ground from under his feet. It is interesting that Frolov himself refuses to find decadent, decadent motifs in his films, saying that he is attracted by the beauty and form of the modernist era, but also noting that this subtle beauty often precedes the decline. In his works he tries to reflect that elusive beauty, after which there is an imperceptible transition to death, to the mirror side of the world.
The romantic feeling of decadence is a sense of loss: a century, a hierarchy, a class, a life, a feeling of a fatal, inescapable incompleteness of being, "these words of the Russian researcher V.M. Tolmachev, who in his works comprehends the cultural significance of the decadence epoch and systematizes it, quite fully reveals what is reflected in Frolov's cinematography - the cinematography of the transition.
"Decadence indicates the high symbolic activity of creative consciousness, which has no other territory and physics, except for itself, a mirror," the researcher says. All this is fully applicable to the work of Dmitry Frolov.
Separately, I would like to note that this "activity of creative consciousness," a constant search beyond the boundaries of being, leads to the fact that the feeling of dvoemiriya in Frolov's works becomes quite obsessive and suggestive. There is always a real world and a world "beyond", but often the second world turns out to be a deception, as if it drives the viewer around his finger.
Below we will talk about, in our opinion, deserving special attention to the three works of Dmitry Frolov, which he shot in different periods of creative activity: "The Way" (1988), "Clownery" (1989), "Above the Lake" (2006). The analysis does not pretend to be thorough, but, it seems to us, it helps to understand the leading motives that have been vividly reflected in these works of the director. Focusing more on the film "Above the Lake," we will also try to highlight the other director's works mentioned.

"Above the Lake"
Ten-minute work, a black and white image, an "aged" camera. "This is an experiment, let's say, in the search for visual media that existed at the beginning of the century," Dmitry Frolov himself says about his work. "Above the Lake" is a deliberate stylization for the film productions that were filmed in the early 20th century, with a characteristic flair of mysticism, mystery, understatement, and duality. Dividing here is manifested as a visual, the most elementary level - for example, intraframe editing of scenes with "The Beautiful Lady" or the double of the protagonist - the lyric poet-contemplator.
From the very beginning, the tone is set by dedication to Blok ("In memory of Alexander Blok"). And in the future the viewer understands that the whole work - a kind of homage, which, taking the shape of elegant stylization, throughout the entire film remains performed on a filigree level. Therefore, it seems to us that the question of a clear delineation of these two concepts is not so fundamental, as the goal set by the director is achieved and is clearly presented to the viewer.
Interestingly, in his analysis of the "Stranger" by Alexander Blok, the explorer Tolmachev, emphasizing the color in Blok's poem, speaks of the contrast between black and red in the text, but Frolov deliberately avoids this contrast and chooses a black and white image for himself Way, otherwise placing significant accents, "erasing" the corners.
"Mysterial-erotic experiments", which Tolmachev notes in the text "Strangers", finds a very precise expression in the film, in the episode with interframe editing - at the moment when the "imposition" of the image of the poet and the naked woman occurs. The naked girl as a phantom - the motif of the low-key desires of the lyric hero, the scabrous remarks Tolmachev interprets in this way, turn out to be surprisingly accurate, although only at the level of discrimination of the shades that are hardly concretized are transferred to the screen.
The researcher notes the following: "A friend is the only one" - the designation of loneliness: the drinker is alone with himself and with alcohol, that is, in silence, gets drunk; Also the introduction of the theme of duality, "reflection", the immersion of the "bacchant" in oneself "; Frolov also uses this method, showing either a waiter or a servant, but on the whole there is no satisfactory interpretation for the named hero. But if you treat "drinking buddy" as a double - the picture is built. He is a double, all the key characters of the character structure that is characteristic of the decadence movie are evident: the hero is a double - a beautiful lady.
The motif of eroticism - female nudity - sexual desire is one of the key, not only for sketching "Above the Lake", but also for Frolov's work as a whole.
The "reflected" reality of Blok - and also of Frolov - the blurring of borders. The theme of the duality, there is no border between sleep and reality, the camera is aged, there is no clear image, there is no focus, it seems to slip through the events shown, as would be removed in the 10s of the 20th century, when cinema as art just got to its feet.
In "Above the Lake" we see the "outskirts" of St. Petersburg - then not St. Petersburg at all. Currently - the area of St. Petersburg, but in the early 20th century - a separate world, where they came to stupefy wine and forget themselves in the arms of easily accessible women. In general, the motive of St. Petersburg as a dark city with a lot of evil power can be consistently traced in the creativity of the director, this motif evolves along with the creative method. There are heroes of "Clownery" and "Above the Lake", in "Way" it is also there. Petersburg acts as a separate hero of films, always different. In the "Way" he is more benevolent than angry, but this is a kind of deception.
"Clownery"
In fact, too, stylization, but already under the era of a little late - 30 years, when Daniel Harms lived, based on the works of which the film was shot.
In "Clownery" Frolov works with the realities of absurdity, the absurdity of the world as a whole, the behavior and interaction of people. At the heart of this "interaction" are static schemes that work very accurately when they are exposed, fed in a crystallized form. So, for example, the relationship between a man and a woman is extremely bare, because somehow even awkwardly "rectangular", whereby the satirical effect of the depicted is achieved. This is a subjective vision of Kharms's creativity, or rather, Harms reflected through the prism of Frolov's vision. Harms, of course, does not remain in the full sense of the word Kharms, passing through this prism, but this is a very successful, in our opinion, combination of points of view, at first glance, not the same.
In "Clownery" Frolov works with various editing concepts, subordinating their use to their creative goals. Collage, interframe editing, which, as you can see, remains a favorite technique and a decade later - in "Above the Lake" - even just the installation of episodes and plans follow one idea, contribute to the translation of the absurd language of prose into a film language. "Clowning" - the first full-fledged work, according to the director himself. He took it off quite early - at 22 years old. At about the same time I learned about the "parallel cinema" and plunged into it, participated in the festival of the same name, which was held for the second time in 1988 in St. Petersburg. "Kharms works coincided with my inner world," says Dmitry Frolov in an interview. "I am interested in the phenomenon of the heyday of the arts, science, thought" of the Silver Age. "
It is curious to play the name - the otherworld - behind the mirror - the "Clown of Hell" - along with a continuous writing lying on the surface, which is by no means unequivocal in interpretation.
"Clownery" has the most pronounced narrative of the works mentioned by Frolov, while there is still a relatively clear form of narration.
Trying to recreate the realities of the 30s, during which the flourishing of Kharms's creativity took place, the director reproduces the manner of shooting, the acting of that time and introduces an "aged" sound into the picture. Thus, he manages to achieve the maximum reliability of the sound of the author's text and help the viewer to immerse himself in the atmosphere in which he lived and created the classic of the absurd. It is a world of illusions, allusions and associations, reflecting the stream of consciousness of the creator living in the era of silence.
The film lingered on the shelf for a long time and was recently available to the viewer for viewing. "I will not shout at the truth, if I say that I gave only half a year of life and all that money to this film, without being distracted by extraneous matters," - from the interview to the project "Look Present".
"Way" is something strange, odnoyuzhetznoe: the characters are wandering the streets of St. Petersburg, which are easily recognized, then the action is transferred to the forest, where in place of the usual figures of heroes come figures in white robes. Here the second, symbolist level of the work begins to be read, subtly correlating with the first part and without it, which can not be fully understood. In the "Way" white figures appear as a symbol of the pilgrims of life, the eternal pilgrims, who, having no clear path, wander in the dark. Finally, the white figures cross the river - the river acts as a symbol of the borderland, crossroads, again - through a mirror, which is scary to get into, but even worse - to be between, "get stuck in the river". The path is the motive of the road, the motive of the subject in the crowd, and again a black and white image, impassive, coded for subtle and thoughtful reflection.
Summing up the intermediate result, it should be said that, in general, despite the time variation of the works of Dmitry Frolov taken for analysis, key motives remain in later works along with the early ones. This is the motive of the transition, the looking-glass, the perplexity of the residing, the desire to laugh at the discouraging realities of the world, and sometimes forget about them, subtly copying the world of the past. The techniques used for this are modern and are the brainchild of the very beginning of the cinematography - this is the reason for the peculiar effect (affect) produced by Frolov's works. Quite thin stylist, he works with the image and sound the way a cinematographer of the 1920s could do, but he loads the work with intertexts, which this cinematographer could not yet be accessed.
Xenia Ilyina
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